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A context-free grammar is said to be  NTS if the set of sentential forms it generates is 
unchanged  when  the rules are used  both ways. W e  prove that this class of grammars has  a  
decidable equivalence problem. Then  we show that one  can decide whether a  given c.f. gram- 
mar is NTS or not. W e  prove that the class of NTS grammars has  an  undecidable inclusion 
problem. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTR~O~CTI~N 
NTS grammars were introduced by Boasson [3]. A context-free grammar is NTS 
if and  only if, using the rules both ways does not change the set of sentential forms. 
The  languages generated by such grammars are called NTS languages. They are 
determimstic and  congruential [3,4]. Our first result here is that the equivalence 
problem is decidable for NTS grammars.’ 
The  family of NTS languages is not contained in the union of the ma in subclasses 
of deterministic context-free languages already known to have a  decidable 
equivalence-problem [ 15, 19,203. Hence this result is one  more partial solution of 
the general  equivalences problem for deterministic c.f. languages. 
To  establish our result we first reduce the equivalence problem to the word 
problem for the syntactic congruence of an  NTS language. This second problem 
reduces to the equivalence problem for finite turn dpda’s solved by Valiant [ 191. 
Parenthesis languages [ll], very simple languages [7] and  nestsets [17, 183  are 
NTS languages [ 11. Our first result is then a  generalization of the decidability of 
the equivalence problem already known for these subclasses. 
F inite union of classes specified by finite, perfect, and  basic systems of relations 
are NTS languages [3, 5, 161. Then  our first result is also a  partial answer to the 
equivalence problem for finite union of classes specified by finite, perfect systems of 
relations (formulated in [8 and  121). 
i NTS stands for the non-terminal separat ion property. One  can check that every c.f. grammar 
G  = (X, V, P) satisfying Definition 11.1 is such that for every U, WE V either E(G, v) =  t(G, w) or 
t(G, v) A i(G, w) =  a. 
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Our second result is that the NTS property is decidable (i.e., given a c.f. grammar 
G, one can decide whether G is NTS or not). 
Our third result is that the inclusion problem is undecidable for NTS languages. 
The central notion used in this proof is the notion of a basic and perfect system of 
relations [2]. 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
1. System of Relations-Congruence 
A system of relations S over X* is a subset of X* x X*. Each element (u, u) of S is 
a relation. Sometimes we denote it by u = v (this equality is in fact true in the 
quotient of X* by the congruence as generated by S). 
We note fHsg iff 3(u,u)ES, 3(f,,f,)eX*xX*, (f=fiuf2, g=f,uf,) or 
(f Tflvf,? g=f,uf,). 
Cam is the reflexive and transitive closure of Cam. It is the smallest congruence 
over X* containing the set S. We call A,s the congruence generated by S. 
Given a language L c X*, we note = L its syntactic congruence: it is the greatest 
congruence R (for inclusion) such that, for every f, g E X*, [f E L and fRg] * g E L 
([9, Vol. B, p. 1851). 
Given a congruence = over X* and f E X*, the class off modulo - is noted 
[f ] -. By definition 
Given a family of congruences ( = i)rs, the conjunction of these congruences 
AiE, = i is defined by 
V(f,g)eX*xX*,,fA -;goVieZ,f -;g. 
iel 
In Section V we shall give further classic definitions and results about congruen- 
ces. 
2. Reductions and Congruence Associated with a Context-free Grammar 
Let G = (X, V, P) be a proper context-free grammar. (We recall that G is proper 
iff, V(v, m) E P, m 4 {E} u V). We note, as usual, +G is the direct derivation and f, 
the derivation. 
Reduction. We define the relations kG (direct reduction) and *‘c (reduction) 
by 
fcg iff gzf 
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A wordfis irreducible (modulo G) iff there exists no gE (Xu V)* such thatft--, g. 
We note Irr(G) the set {f~(Xu V)* 1 f is irreducible modulo G}. Let (u, m) be a 
rule in P. The given occurrence of m in the word umw (u, w E (Xu V)*) is called a 
redex (modulo G). 
Leftmost Reduction [6, 143. If f = umw where the given occurrence of m is a 
redex, then this redex is leftmost iff 
(i) every proper prefix of urn is irreducible mod G, 
(ii) m is the longest suffix of urn which is a redex. 
We define the relation I-,~ (leftmost direct reduction) and & (leftmost reduc- 
tion) by 
f%i g iff there exists (u, m) E P, (u, w) E (Xu V)* x (Xv V)* such 
that f = umw, g = uuw, and the redex m given in f is leftmost; elc is the 
reflexive and transitive closure I---,~. 
Congruence. The relation wG is the union of the direct derivation and of the 
direct reduction. We denote by AG the reflexive and transitive closure of ++G. This 
new relation is nothing other that the congruence over (Xu V)* generated by P. 
Vuluation. The valuation 11 * 11 is the unique homomorphism of monoids 
((Xu V)*, .) -+ (N, + ) such that for every XE X, (1 XII = 2 and for every VE V, 
II v II = 1. 
We can notice that f bG gof wG g and Iif II > /I gll. 
Languages. Given a context-free grammar G = (X, V, P) and a set of axioms 
A c (Xu V)* we define: 
L(G,A)=(fEX*I3uEA,a~f} 
E(G,A)={fE(XuV)*I3aEA,n~f} 
L^R(G,A)={~E(X~V)*~~UEA,~+$~} 
When G is proper we also define: 
L^M(G,A)={f&YuV)*~3uef,f+} 
(LM stands for leftmost reduction). 
In the case where G is proper we can notice that 
L%(G,A)c@G,A)&k(G,A). 
THEOREM 1. L,et G = (X, V, P) be a proper c.f: grammar and A a finite subset of 
(Xu V)*. Then LM(G, A) is a deterministic context-free language. 
An analogous result is proved in [6, Theorem 3-3, p. 1761 or in [14]. We just 
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have to replace the notion of reduction modulo a system S by the notion of reduc- 
tion modulo a grammar in the proof to get our Theorem 11.1. 
/\In the following we/\shall use the abusive notation i(G, f) instead of i(G, {f}), 
LR(G, f) instead of LR(G, {f}), etc. 
NTS Grammars 
DEFINITION 1 [3]. A c.f. grammar G = (X, V, P) is NTS iff, for every u in V, 
zt( G, u) = LR( G, u): 
l Oze can notice that, if G is a proper NTS grammar, then we have also: 
Vu E V, LM(G, I’) = E(G, V). 
l L c X* is called an NTS language iff L = L(G, A) for some NTS grammar 
G = (X, V, P) and some set of axioms A c V. 
l If L = L(G, A), where G = (X, I’, P) is an NTS grammar and A c V then 
there exists a proper NTS c.f. grammar Gi = (X, Vi, P, ) and a set A, c V, such 
that L-{E}=L(G~,A,) [lo]. 
. Let G be a proper NTS grammar; let us consider the following grammar: 
G’ = (X, V’, P’ ) where 
J”={td’l L(G,u)#@} 
P’=PnV’x(Xuv)*. 
One can check that 
l Vu’ E I”, L(G’, u’) = L(G, u’). 
l G’ is a proper NTS grammar such that every non-terminal generates a non- 
empty language. 
Hence, for every NTS language L, L - (E} is generated by an NTS grammar 
which is proper and such that every non-terminal generates a non-empty language. 
In the following we deal only with such grammars. 
III. EQUIVALENCE OF NTS GRAMMARS 
PROPOSITION 1. Let S,, S2 be finite systems of relations on X* andf, (iE [ 1, n]), 
gj(jE [l, m]) words in X*. Let us define 
L1= ij Ml $3 L2= ij c8,1+ 
i=l j=l 
If L1 and L2 are decidable’ and if both syntactic congruence 3 L,, E L2 have 
decidable word-problem, then the equality of L, and L2 is decidable. 
* Recall a language L is decidable iff one can decide whether a word fin A’* belongs to L or not. 
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Proof: L, = L2 iff 
(i) ViE[l,n],fiEL, 
(ii) VIE [l, m], giE L, 
(iii) S, c - L2 
(iv) S2 c = L,. 
If L, and L2 are decidable, then conditions (i) and (ii) are decidable. If -L, and 
= L1 have decidable word problem, then conditions (iii) and (iv) are decidable. 1 
Every NTS language is a finite union of classes for a finitely generated con- 
gruence [3,4, lo] and every NTS language is decidable. So, the equivalence 
problem for NTS grammars is reduced to the word problem for the syntactic con- 
gruence of an NTS language. 
Let us fix an NTS grammar G = (X, V, P) (we suppose G is proper) and a set of 
axioms A c V. 
Remark. For every (f, g)EX* x A’*, f=LCG,Aj g=f-LCG,AJ g (because G is 
NTS and every non-terminal generates a non-empty language). 
DEFINITION. For every m in (Xu V) + we set 
L,= {U # /?I am/?Ex(G,A) and cl,/?EIrr(G)}. 
The dieze (noted #) is a distinguished letter. One easily checks that 
f-L&4, go&=&. 
PROPOSITION 2. For eoery m in (Xu V) + , L, = L(&) for some one-turn d.p.d.a. 
-91’0. 
We exhibit a one-turn d.p.d.a. Cal such that: 
(1) L(d)c {cx # jl~(Xu V)* and amjIEe(G, A)}. 
(2) L c L(d). 
Setting R = Irr(G) # Irr(G), from inclusions (1) and (2) we conclude that 
L, = L(d)n R. The intersection of a one-turn deterministic language with a 
rational set is a one-turn-deterministic language too. From this fact, the existence of 
&$ follows. 
Sketch of the Proof The automaton d has a tape, rightwards infinite, leftwards 
finite, on which are impressed letters (of the alphabet Xu Vu Xu P) which it can 
FIGURE 1 
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I I I I I xaaaa#Sbbbbbbb 
FIGURE 2 
read and transform (x and P are barred alphabets respectively in bijection with X 
and with I’). It has a window of length 2(k - 1) + 1, where k is the maximum length 
of the right members of rules and I the length of m. This window is divided in three 
compartments: the left compartment (of length k - 1 ), the middle compartment (of 
length I), and the right compartment (of length k - 1). For example, if 
G=a+ob+xS and A= {a}, 
S+aSb+ab m = aa. 
d can be drawn as shown in Fig. 1. At the beginning, a word is written on the tape, 
which is on the right side of the window as shown in Fig. 2. 
1. The automaton makes the tape run through the left compartment, as long as it 
does not read a # (see Fig. 3). 
2. The first time it reads the letter #, the automaton replaces the mark # by 
the word fi (image of m on the barred alphabet x) and makes the k - 1 letters 
following come into the right compartment (see Fig. 4). 
3. Then whenever the word contained in the window contains an occurrence of 
a word r such that: 
(1) there exists u E V such that u -+ G r. 
(2) this occurrence of r is contained neither in the left compartment, nor in 
the right compartment (or, equivalently, involves at least one letter in the middle 
compartment). 
The automaton replaces this occurrence of r by the letter V (corresponding to u in 
the alphabet P) and puts 17 in the middle compartment. We say that d “performs a 
reduction.” 
aaa#Sbbbbbbb 
#Sbbbbbbb 
FIGURE 3 
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FIGURE 4 
Then d again fills the left compartment and the right one (see Fig. 5); 
aSb+, S, so d moves to the situation (see Fig. 6). 
Remark. In order to build a deterministic automaton, for each triple of words 
(f, g, h) E (Xu v)* x (8u P)* such that IfI <k- 1, lgl 61, (h( <k- 1, iffgh con- 
tains several redexes involving at least one letter of g, then the automaton performs 
the reduction associated to the leftmost redex which involves at least one letter of g. 
4. If no reduction of this type is possible: 
. either there is only one letter remaining on the tape (this letter is necessarily 
in the middle compartment): 
- if this letter is an axiom (that means a letter VE V such that u EA) then 
d accepts the input-word. 
- if this letter is no an axiom, then d refuses the input-word; 
. or there are at least two letters remaining on the tape, then the automaton 
refuses the input-word. 
5. If, after performing a reduction, it reads a #, then it stops in this position, 
6. If the case 2 never occurs (that means that the input-word does not contain 
any letter # ), then, after it has made the whole word run through the left com- 
partment, the automaton refuses the word. 
Such a machine can be simulated by a d.p.d.a.: the left side of the tape is 
simulated by the push down, the window and the reductions performed in this win- 
dow can be simulated by a finite set of states, the right side of the tape is simulated 
by the input tape. 
The pushdown-height increases until the automaton reads a #, then the 
pushdown-height decreases. Hence this d.p.d.a. is one-turn. 
The only transformations of an input-word a # j? performed by this machine 
consist in replacing # by m and then reducing the word in the grammar G. So, if 
the word attained at the end is 8 (GEEA), then am/? c*c (T so arn/3E L(G). This gives 
inclusion (1). 
Let a # jI (a, /? E (Xv V)* ) belong to L,. After reading the letter # , the 
automaton is in a situation where the word written on the tape is co$. We know 
FIGURE 5 
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xaa a a z L bbbbbb 
xaa a a 2s b b bbbb 
- 
xaa a a s b bbbb 
xaa a a 5 b b bbb 
---- I 
I 
FIGURE 6 
that am/? reduces to an axiom CTE A. Moreover, CI, j? are irreducible, hence, every 
possible reduction r +- o u involves at least one letter of k This shows that r is con- 
tained in the window, but r cannot be contained in the left compartment, nor in the 
right compartment. 
Once this reduction has been made, the word on the tape is of the type a’@’ with 
Ila’gfl’II < IlaCz/lII, a’ and /I’ are irreducible and am/I+-+, a’gj?’ so that a’g/3’ E 2(G, 0). 
Thus, the automaton will reduce crrnfl to c (this gives inclusion (2)). 
The actual proof of Proposition III.2 is long but it can be carried out easily. Thus 
we omit that proof. We recall the 
THEOREM 1 [ 191. The equivalence problem for finite-turn d.p.d.a. is decidable. 
By Proposition 111.2, every language L, is deterministic one-turn. By 
Theorem 111.1, the equality Lr = Lg is decidable, hence the word-problem for the 
syntactic congruence of an NTS language is decidable. By Proposition 111.1, we can 
conclude 
THEOREM 2. The Equivalence problem for NTS grammars is decidable. 
IV. DECIDABILITY OF THE NTS PROPERTY 
In this part we show that one can decide whether a given proper context-free 
grammar G = (X, V, P) is NTS or not. 
Remark. We recall that a characterization of the NTS property is Vu E V, 
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V(w, m) E P, V(a, j?)E (Xu V)* x (Xu V)*, D f, OPI/~=>Y f, clwfl (see [3]). Con- 
versely we have obviously: u 5, crw/? * u 5 G am/?. So G is NTS iff 
VW, m) E P, (A” -m+ 
Where (w, m) E P and amp E x(G, v), let T be the tree from u to am/?. From T we 
delete all nodes that have a parent that is not an ancestor of any leaf node of m. 
The result is a tree 7” from v to a’m/3’. Such a T’ we shall call a nrarfy essential tree 
for m. Clearly the test for the NTS property (as given in the remark above) can be 
restricted to those ~1’ and /I’. 
The set of all those contexts (a’, j?‘) is a finite union of Cartesian products of 
rational sets: Uiel Kj x Hi. Each product K, x Hi is associated with a tree fulfilling 
special properties (it is a nearly essential tree for m, which is “minimal” in some 
sense). These trees will be called essential for m. 
We proceed with our formal definitions; in all the following, we deal with a fixed 
context-free, proper grammar G = (X, V, P). 
DEFINITION 1. By a marked tree, with marked factor m (where m is a word in 
(Xu V) + ), we mean a derivation tree T, where we have marked m consecutive 
leaves, the labels of which constitute the word m. 
By the context of the marked tree T, we mean the couple of words 
(a, fi) E (Xv V)* x (Xu V)* such that c1 (resp. fl) is composed of the labels of the 
leaves which are not marked and are on the left (resp. on the right) of all marked 
leaves. 
DEFINITION 2. Let T be a marked tree. 
A node of T is said to be marked iff at least one of its descendants is a marked 
leaf. 
Remark. A leaf is marked in the sense of Definition 2 iff it is marked in the sense 
of Definition 1. Thus Definition 2 extends to all the nodes of T the notion of 
marked node which was initially defined only for the leaves. 
DEFINITION 3. Let T be a marked tree. A node of T is said to be distinguished iff 
either this node is a marked leaf or this node has at least two direct descendants 
which are marked (in the sense of Definition 2). 
EXAMPLE 1. In all examples we shall underline the marked factor of T, put the 
distinguished nodes inside a double circle and put the marked but not distinguished 
nodes inside a simple circle (Fig. 7). 
Let us take G= (X, V, P) with X= {a, 6, x>, V= {S, U} 
p= S+aSS+SU+b 
[ u+ uu+x 
m=SaS 
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1, = 
FIGURE I 
DEFINITION 4. Let T be a marked tree. Let us denote by x the youngest com- 
mon ancestor of all marked leaves. 
By the left principal path of T, we mean the path from x to the leftmost marked 
leaf. This path is of the form (x0, x ,,..., x,), where x0=x and x, is the leftmost 
marked leaf. 
We denote by u,,, v ,,..., u, the sequence of labels of this path. 
We denote by i,, i, ,..., i, (i,, = i, < . . * < iP) the sequence of indices i E [0, n] such 
that xi is distinguished. 
By the right principal path of T, we mean the path from x to the rightmost 
marked leaf. This path is of the form ( y,, y, ,..., y,), where y, = x and yr is the 
rightmost marked leaf. 
We denote by wO, We,..., w, the sequence of labels of this path. 
We denote by j,,, j, ,..., j, (j, < j, < . . . < jq) the sequence of indices j E [0, r] 
such that y, is distinguished. 
Some comments about Definition 4. 
* If Irnl = 1, then the left principal path and the right principal path coincide 
and are reduced to the marked leaf alone. 
* If Jm( >, 2, then the node x (the youngest common ancestor of all marked 
leaves) has at least two marked descendants. So x is distinguished. 
If JmJ = 1, then x is the marked leaf and is again distinguished. Hence, in all 
cases, i, = j, = 0: 
* The leftmost marked leaf is a distinguished node, so iP = n. 
* The rightmost marked leaf is a distinguished node, so j, = r. 
Let us suppose that Jml 2 2 (Fig. 8): 
* For every ie [0, ip- 11, uiE V but uib~Xu V, 
* For everyjE [O,j,- 11, wjc Abut wj,eXu V. 
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w. 
‘q 
FIGURE 8 
EXAMPLE 2 (Fig. 9). Here 
n=2 
P’l, i, = 0, il =2, 
r=2 
4 = 2, j. = 0, jI=L j, = 2. 
DEFINITION 5. Let T be marked tree and m E (Xu V) + , [m( 2 2. T is a nearly- 
essential tree for m iffz 
(i) the marked factor of T is m 
FIGURE 9 
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(ii) the youngest common ancestor of all marked leaves is the root 
(iii) every subtree with no marked leaf is of depth 0. 
Remark. (iii) o (every non-marked node is a leaf). 
DEFINITION 6. Let T be a marked tree, nearly essential for a word 
mE(Xu V)‘, Iml>,2. 
T is said to be essential for m iff there is no repetition between two consecutive 
distinguished nodes, either on the left principal path or on the right principal path. 
More precisely, T is essential for m iff 
VkE[O,p-l],ViE]i,,i,+,[,V’i’E]ik,ik+,[, uI=uir*i=i’ 
and 
(Wedenote by ]n,m[ theset ofintegers {kEN jn-ekcm)).) 
DEFINITION 7. In the case where Irnl = 1, we shall say that a marked tree T is 
essential (or nearly essential) for m iff 
(i) the marked factor is m 
(ii) the depth of T is 0 or 1. 
EXAMPLES. The marked tree T2 (defined in Example 2) does not fulfil the con- 
dition (ii) of Definition 5, thus it is not nearly essential (Fig. 9). T is a subtree of 
T3, which does not have any marked leaf but has a depth different from zero 
FIGURE 10 
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FIGURE 11 
(Fig. 10). So, TJ does not fulhl condition (iii) of Definition 5, thus it is not nearly 
essential (Fig. 11): 
-n=2 
p= 1, i,, = 0, i, = 2, 
r=4 
4= 2, .io = 0, jI=L h =4, 
2 E ]j,, j,[ and 3 E ]j,, j2[, 2 # 3 but w2 = wJ = S. 
T4 is nearly essential for SaS but it is not essential for SaS. 
T, is a marked tree which is essential for SaS (Fig. 12). 
Notations. The rule leading from the node x (= x0 = y,) to its direct descendant 
is 
v. 2 mbvlmOwl rni (where v1 mOwI is the word 
constituted by the labels of all 
marked direct descendants of x0). 
FIGURE 12 
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For every i E [ 1, n - 11, the rule leading from xi to its direct descendants is 
ui 2 lTi”;+ 1 LTi (where oi+ , g, is the word 
constituted by the labels of all marked 
direct descendants of xi). 
For every j E [ 1, r - 11, the rule leading from yi to its direct descendants is 
wj 2 g,'wj+l ij (where g,! wj+ 1 is the word 
constituted by the labels of all 
marked direct descendants of y,). 
One can notice that xi (resp. yi) is distinguished if and only if gi # E (resp. g; # E). 
DEFINITION 8. Let T be a nearly essential tree for a word m E (Xu V) + with 
JmJ > 2. We associate with T two rational sets K,, H, in the following way: 
Let P= {V}ve y be a new alphabet, in bijection with V, such that I/n P= 0 and 
let (T be a new letter which does not belong to Vu V. We define p right-linear gram- 
mars G,,, G, ,..., Gk,..., G,- r by Gk = (Xu V, Vu (01, Pk), the elements of Pk being 
the following: 
(a) if p # 1: if k = 0: PO is defined by 
g + rn;O, 
V+f% iff v 2 fw, 
U-+E iff u = vi,; 
if k E [ 1, p - 1[: P, is defined by 
rJ -+ t&&k, + 1 
V-f@ iff v 2 fw, 
G-+E iff u=~~,~+,,; 
if k = p - 1 and ip # i,,- ,) + 1 (this condition means that the node following x~,~-,, 
on the left principal path is not distinguished): P,- I is defined by 
I 
O+ gip-~“i,p-lj+l 
iY-+fti iff 0 2 fw, 
lT-+f iff u~fuiP; 
ifk=p-1 and iP=iCP-,) + 1: P,_, is defined by c+gilPml,. 
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(b) Ifp=l:ifk=Oandi,#l:P,isdefinedby 
a + rnbti, 
ii+fiG iff u 2 SW, 
6-f iff v 2 fui,; 
ifk=Oandi,=l: P,isdefinedbya+m& 
We set K,=L(Go, a)*L(G,, a)*..L(G,, a) * . . L(G, _ i, a) (which means that KT 
is the product of the p languages generated by the p grammars we just defined). 
We define analogously q left-linear grammars GA,..., G;,..., Gb- 1 by G; = 
(Xu V, vu (a), Pi), the elements of P; being the following: 
(a) Ifq#l:ifI=O, Pbisdefinedby 
v-twh iff vzwh 
U--r& iff v = wj,; 
if 1~ [l, q- l[: Pi is defined by 
a + Wcj,) + I &, 
i?-+wh iff uzwwh 
VdE iff 0 = wj,,+,,. 
We leave to the reader the definition of G; in the case I= q - 1: it suffices to 
transpose that of Gb in the case k = p - 1, which is easy but long, since there are 
four subcases q#l and jy#jq--+l, q#l and jq=jq-,+l, q=l and 
j4#jq-, + 1, q= 1 and jg=jqpl + 1. We set H,=L(Gi-,, a)***L(G;, a)-.+ 
L(G;, a).L(Gb, a). 
EXAMPLE. Let us consider the tree T5 which we defined after Definition IV.7: 
p= 1, i, = 0, i, =2 
q=& j. = 0, j, = 1, j, = 3. 
K,, is generated by the grammar 
Go= 
571/31/3-Z 
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So K,=K,=L(G,,o)=a(aS)+; 
so HO = L(G6, a) = U*; 
a+SS 
s-tsu 
G;= - 1 U-POU S+U 
so H,=L(G;,a)=U+S;and HT=HIHo=U+SU*. 
DEFINITION 9. Let T be a nearly essential tree for a letter m E Xu V. Then, if the 
context of T is (01, p) we set 
KT= {a}, H,= {P>. 
LEMMA 1. Let T be a marked tree, nearly essential for m (m E (X u V) + ), such 
that rt( T) = u: 
(i) K,mH,c L(G, u). 
(ii) The context (a, j?) of T is such that (a, B)E K,x H,. 
Sketch ofprooj If Irnl = 1 this lemma is obvious. We shall assume that Iml > 2. 
We still use the notations given just before Definition 8. 
The following facts can be easily established: 
FACT 1. VfO E L(Go, a), Vh,E L(Gb, a), 
uo> Sooi,mowi,ho. 
FACT 2. Vke Cl, P- 11, tlfk~L(Gk, a), vi, fGfkui(k+I~gik; 
v1~ Cl, q- ll,tJh,EL(g;, a), Wj, 3 g(llwj,l+l,h,. 
FACT 3. ui,gi(p-,l...gik...gi,m,g~,~..g~,...g~,y-,,wj~ %orn. 
From Facts 1, 2, and 3, one can conclude that (i) is true. 
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FACT 5. (a) mbB,82...g’(c,_,EL(G,,a). 
(b) vk~C1, p-11, gikB~ik)+l...gi,t+,,-,~L(Gk,6). 
From Facts4 and 5 we deduce that CIE L(G,-,, a) L(GI, o)“--L(Gk, a)... 
L(G,-,, a). Hence CXEK,. Similar arguments prove that /? E H,. Hence (ii) is true. 
LEMMA 2. Let T, be a marked tree, nearly essential for m E (Xu V) + . Then, 
there exists a marked tree T, essential for m, such that (KT, HT) = (KT,, HT,) and 
rt( T) = rt( T,). 
Proof: If [ml = 1, T, is essential for m (see Definition 7). So the lemma is true 
with T=T,. 
. Let us fix m E (Xu V) +, (m( > 2. We show this lemma by induction on the 
number of nodes of the tree T, (which we shall note 11 T, II): 
* If 1) T,(I = 1, as every marked tree, with marked factor m, has at least 3 
nodes, the lemma is true. 
* If )I T, 11 = n + 1 (n > 1). 
1st Case. T, is essential for m. Then the lemma is obvious. 
2nd Case. T1 is not essential for m. Then, there is a repetition between two con- 
secutive distinguished nodes, either on the left or on the right principal path. 
We shall assume that this repetition occurs in the left principal path: 
3ke [0, p-l], 3iE]ik,ik+1[, WE&, ik+l[ such that 
i< i’ and vi= vi,. 
Let us consider the tree T2 obtained by substituting in Ti the subtree with root 
xi, to the subtree with root xi (Fig. 13). Let us note fr(T) the frontier of a 
derivation-tree T (i.e., the word constituted by all labels of the leaves). 
We must notice that if (aI, /3i) is the context of TI then a, admits a decom- 
position a 1 = a; u a;’ such that fr( T2) = a; a; m pi. Let us mark in T, the occurrence 
of m, so that T2 becomes a marked tree with context (a;a;, PI): 
rt(TJ = rt(Ti). 
Though the integer n has not the same value in T2 and T1, the integer p has the 
same value in Tz and T, and the sequences of words 
kikL[l,p-*,? &h.ll,p- 11 
are the same in T2 and T1. 
Obviously r and q have the same value in T2 and T, and the sequences 
(g;A,cl,q--l,~ (&hk[l,q-1, are the same in T2 and T,. Moreover the words m’, m,, 
rni have the same values in Tz and T,. Hence 
C&p &J = K-,, HT,). 
But II T2 I( < n, so that the induction hypothesis allows us to conclyde. 1 
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T, = 
T*= 
a; al m PI 
FIGURE 13 
LEMMA 3. Let T be a marked tree, essential for m E (Xv V) + . Let us note 
k=Card(V), l=max{lhl}(,,,,... We have: jfr(T)I < jml(l + (k+ 1)(1- 1)). 
Proof *If [ml = 1, Lemma 3 is easily verified. 
l If Irnl > 2, every distinguished node of a principal path (except the root) 
“produces” at least one marked leaf. So, p + q d lm 1. 
According to Definition 6, 
Vre[O,p-11, i,+,-i,<k+l, 
VsE[O,q-11, js+,-js<k+l. 
From ip = Cp-;l’ i, + 1 - i, we get i, 6 p(k + 1). We also have j, < q(k + 1). 
Let (a, 6) be the context of the marked tree T. Because of condition (iii) of 
Definition 5, a (resp. fl) is constituted with immediate descendants of the nodes xi, 
ie [0, i,- l] (resp. yj, Jo [0, j,- 11). Hence, 
and 
IBI GU- l)j,<(l- l)(k+ l)q, 
Ifr(T)I = I4 + I4 + WI f 14 (1 + (I- l)(k+ 1)). i 
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Notation. For every m  E (Xv V)’ and u E V, we note b(v, m) the set of all 
marked trees, with root V, essential for m. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let f, g belong to (Xu V) +, Vu E V, f--icG,vj go 
(i) Vu E V, VTE b(u,f), KTgHTc i?(G, u) 
(ii) Vv E V, VT’ E B(u, g), Kr jHr c L(G, u). 
Proof (a) Let us suppose that for every u E V, f-~+) g. According to 
Lemma 1, W~&(u,f), KTfHTc2(G, 0). As fz=LCc,“)g, we have also: VTE 
8(u, f), KT g HTc z(G, u) (which is condition (i)). 
Point (ii) is proved by same means. 
(b) (b,) Let us suppose that condition (i) is fulfilled. We prove by induction 
on 11 TJI that, for every derivation tree T with root u and frontier crffl 
(a, /IE (Xu V)*), a g /!I e z(G, u): 
. If 1) TII = 1. T is reduced to its root, f = u, (a, B) = (E, E). T is essential for 
u, hence K, g HT c z(G, u), so g E J%(G, u). 
l If 11 T/j = n + 1 (n 2 1). Let us mark the leaves of T which are composing 
the word S, so that the context of the marked tree we obtain will be 
(a, B). 
1st Case. The youngest common ancestor of all marked leaves is not the root 
(Fig. 14). 
The subtree T, generated by the youngest common ancestor of all marked leaves 
has a frontier fr(T) = anf p’, a root rt(T) = w and 3a’ E (Xu V)*, a = a’a”, 
3#l”~(Xu I’)*, /I=/?‘/?“. As IITIj <n, a” g/?‘Ef,(G, w). Moreover, u %Ga’~/?“, 
hence a g /I E L(G, u). 
2nd Case. The youngest common ancestor of all marked leaves is the root, but 
there exists a subtree T’, of non-null depth, of which no leaf is marked. 
We shall, for example, suppose that the leaves of T’ constitue a factor a2 of 
a = a1a2aJ and that rt( T) = w. After substituting w to T, we obtain T, such that 
)I T, (I <n and fr( T,) = a, w a3 f /?. By induction hypothesis u 5,; a, w a3 g /?. But 
wf,a,sou~,ag/?(Fig.15). 
FIGURE 14 
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FIGURE 15 
3rd Case. T is nearly essential for f: 
By Lemma 1, (a, p) E K, x H,. 
By Lemma 2, ~T,E &(v, f) such that (KT, HT) = (KTo, H,,,). 
Hence (a, /?)E (KT,,, HTO) and by hypothesis (i), CI g /?E L(G, u). 
(b2) fand g are playing symmetric roles, hence hypothesis (ii) implies: 
vu E v, V(a, 8) E (Xu v)* x (Xu v)*, v~agB-+fp 
From (b,) and (b2) we conclude that condition (i) and (ii) together implie Vu E V, 
f%(G,“) g. I 
PROWSITION 2. Let G = (X, V, P) be a proper c$ grammar. G is NTS if and 
only if 
Vu E V, V(w, m) E P, VTE E(u, m), K, w H,c L^M(G, v). 
Proof (a) Let us suppose that G is NTS. This means that, Vu E V, V(w, m) E P, 
w =t(G, a) m. According to Proposition 1 we have 
Vu E V, V(w, m) E P, VTE d(o, m), K, w H, c i(G, v). 
As G is NTS for every v E V, L(G, u) = L%(G, v) (see preliminaries). Hence, 
VOE V, V(w, m) E P, VTE b(v, m), K, w H,c L%(G, II). 
(b) Let us suppose that, Vu E V, V(w, m) E P, VTE b(u, m), K, w H,c 
L%(G, v). Let us fix (w, m)E P. 
The condition (i), VVE V, VTe&(u, w), K,m H,c L(G, U) is obviously realised 
(because w f , m). 
The condition (ii), VUE V, VTE~JV, m), K, w H,c 2(G, v) is realised because of 
the hypothesis and the inclusion LM(G, v) c E(G, v) (preliminaries). 
According to Proposition 1, this implies that, Vu E V, w EQ~,~) m. Thus G is 
NTS. 1 
F’ROP~SITION 3. Let G be a proper c.$ grammar. One can decide whether G is 
NTS or not. 
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Proof: According to LemmK3, for every UE V and m  E (Xu V) +, b(u, m) is a 
finite set. For every o E V, LM(G, u) is a deterministic context-free language 
(preliminaries, Theorem 11.1). The inclusion of a rational language in a deter- 
m inistic c.f. language is decidable. So, the condition given in Proposition 2 is 
decidable. i 
V. UNSOLVABILITY OF THE INCLUSION PROBLEM 
We show in this section that the inclusion problem is unsolvable for NTS 
languages. The proof that we give shows that the inclusion problem is also 
unsolvable for congruential language specified by perfect and basic systems of 
relations. 
1. Notations, Definitions, Preliminary Results 
For every f, ge X*, we note f < g (resp. f < g) iff 3u E X* (resp. 3u E X’ ) such 
that g = fu. We say that f is a prefix (resp. a strict prefix) of g. 
For every f, g E X*, we say that f is a suffix (resp. a strict suffix) of g iff 3u E X* 
(resp. 3u E X+ ) such that g = uf 
WesaythatasetAcX*isaprefixsetiff,V(f,g)EAxA,fbg~f=g. 
We denote by 7 the reverse image off: 
Let S c X* x X* be a finite system of relations. We shall deal here with systems 
such that, V(u, u) E S, Iu( > 1~1. Such systems are called length-reducing systems. 
Write f -+s g provided f ws g and 1 f I > I gl. As well, writing f c s g means that 
fHsgand lgl>lfl. Wenote f, the reflexive and transitive closure of +s. 
A word f E X* is irreducible modulo S iff there exists no g E X* such that f +s g. 
Given a word f in X* we define the set (f )s by: 
We have of course the inclusion: (f )s c [f ] As. 
The system S is said to be perfect iff: for all S, g E X*, if f As g then there exists a 
word h such that f f s h and g f , h. These systems are also called Church-Rosser 
systems [ 61. 
Nivat and Benois gave the following characterisation of perfect systems [12]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let S be a length-reducing system. S is perfect iff for every 
(u, u) E S and (u’, u’) E S 
(1) Zfu=du”, U’ = z/s with U” # E, d # E, s # E then there exists h E X* such 
that us 5 h and du’ f h s s . 
(2) If u = du’s, then there exists h E X* such that 
u3h and du’s 5 h. 
We recall that if S is perfect and f is irreducible modulo S, then (f )s = [f ] As. 
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DEFINITION. We say that a word f verities the condition w(S) iff for every 
(u, v) E s, 
(1) ~=u’s, u=du’*u’=E or S=E, 
(2) f=du’, U=U’S*U’=E or d=E, 
(3) f =dus=>d=s=E. 
(In other words, f does not properly overlap u on the left or on the right, nor does f 
contain u as a proper subword.) 
A length-reducing system S is basic [2] iff, for every (u, u) E S, u verifies con- 
dition U(S). 
PROPOSITION 2. If S is a finite, length-reducing, perfect, and basic system of 
relations, for every finite set of irreducible words, fi, f*,..., f,, verzfying condition 
W(S), UT=1 [fi] As is an NTS language. 
Moreover an NTS grammar of this language can be computed. (A complete 
proof is given in [16].) 
2. Post-Correspondence Problem and NTS Languages 
Let 4, @ be homomorphisms X* + Y* (where X, Y are disjoint finite alphabets). 
Let a, b, c be letters which do not belong to Xv Y. We define 
~5 = {@4&S I f E X+ 1 
L*=aX*bY*c- {afbG)c 1 f eX*}. 
The Post-correspondence problem specified by 4, 1,9 is the following: Does there 
exist a word fc X+ such that 4(f) = JI( f )? This problem is equivalent to L, t L,? 
We show now that for every pair of homomorphisms (4, $), one can compute an 
NTS grammar generating L,(resp. L2). Then the unsolvability of the inclusion 
problem for NTS grammars will follow from the unsolvability of the pep. 
We define the system S1 = {(xx’bq88) 48, x’b&?))}(x,x’) E X2 
LEMMA 1. S, is a perfect and basic system. 
Proof To see that S, is perfect we apply Proposition V.I. As the alphabets X 
and Y are disjoint, neither case (1 ), nor case (2) can occur for distinct relations of 
S. One easily checks that every word x’bb(x’) fultlls condition %(S,). 1 
LEMMA 2. L, = UxeX [axb&&] As,. 
Proof: For every x E X, [axbG)c] A;s, = (axbq5(x)c),, (because S1 is perfect) 
and (axPd~cic>s, = {afxb#% 4@b I f E X*>. I 
LEMMA 3. L,is NTS. 
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Proof: S, is a finite, length-reducing, perfect, and basic system of relations. The 
words a&&& are irreducible modulo S, and fulfil %(S,). Proposition V.2 allows 
us to conclude. 1 
In order to show that L2 is NTS, we shall use the following decomposition 
L, = L,-, v Lzvz v L2,, , where 
L,,l={~P~)gcIf~X*,g~y+} 
L2,2 = { afxgb$$?) pc ) f E X*, g E X*, x E X and p < $F)} 
L*,,={aSxgb~)mhcIf~X*,gEX*,xEX,mEM(x),hEY*). 
For every x E X, M(x) is a set defined by 
M(x) = (m E Y*, m  < I$$ and for every m ’ E Y*, m ’ < m  * m ’ < E)]. 
Remark. If +5(x) = E then M(x) = 0. 
LEMMA 4. L2 = Lz,l u Lz, v L2,3. 
Proof: (a) Let us show that L2 c L2,1 v L2,2 v L2,3. Let a EL,: a = afbwc 
(j-e x*, w E Y*), 
Let s be the longest sufhx off such that q) < w. 
1st Case. f = s. Then $6) < w and a E L,,, . 
2nd Case. f=uxs (uEX*;XEX); w=G)h (hi Y*): 
(i) if h < $(x), from the maximality of s it comes: h < I$$) hence a E L2,2; 
(ii) if h & *&. 
We define mEX* as the shortest prefix of h such that m  C G). By m inimality 
of m , m ’ <m -m’i 6). But m ’ = @) is impossible because, in this case, xs 
would be a suffix of ft strictly longer than s and fulfilling $G) < w. Hence, 
m ’<m*m’<a). So, mEM(x) and aEL2,3. 
(b) One easily checks that L2,, u L,,, u L2,3 c L2. 8 
We consider the system of relations Sz composed of the following relations 
xbG) = b x E x, (1) 
x,xqbp2c=xlbpzc x,,x2EXandp2<+~), (2) 
aby, y2 = ab, Yl, Y2E r, (3) 
xx,bm,=x,bm, x,x1 EX m l EWG), (4) 
x,bm, y=x,bm, x,eX,m,eM(xl), ye Y. (5) 
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S2 is the system of all the relations of these types obtained for all possible values of 
x3 x19x2, P29YT Yl, Y2. 
Let us have a good idea of the set M(x) (x E X): 
if c) = E then M(x) = 0, 
ifG)=y,...yiy,+,... y, then the elements of M(x) are the words y, . . . yi y’ 
for i~[l,n-1] andy’#yi+r andy’fory’fy,. 
We easily deduce of this the two following lemmas 
LEMMA 5. Vm E M(x), m 4 G) and $T) $m. 
LEMMA 6. M(x) is a finite prefix set. 
LEMMA 7. S2 is perfect. 
Proof. We apply Proposition V.l. We must check that for every 
(i, j) E [ 1, 51 x [ 1,5], for every relation (u, u) of type (i) and every relation (u’, u’) 
of type (j): 
Case 1. i.e., u = du”, u’ = u”s, u” Z E, d # E, s # E there exists h E X* such that 
us 5, h and du’ f, h, 
Case 2. i.e., u = du’s, 
there exists h E A’* such that v f , h and dv’s “ts h. 
If (i,j)E ((1, l), (L2), (L3), (3, 11, t&4), (2,2), (2,3), (3,2), (4,2), (5,2), 
(3, 3), (3,4)9 (4,3), (3,5), (5,3), (5,4)}, so case 1 cannot occur and Case 2 occurs 
only with d = s = E, u = u’, and u = u. It suffices to notice the fact that X, Y, {a, b, c} 
are pairwise disjoint. 
(i,j)=(4, 1): u=xx,bm,,m,EM(~~),u’=xb~). 
Case 1 cannot occur because c would be a factor of G) and Case 2 cannot occur 
because we should have x = x2 and Case 2 cannot occur because we should have 
x = x2 and 3(x) < p2 < +(x), which is impossible. 
(i,j)=(4,1): u=xxIbm,,m,~M(xl),u’=xb~~ 
If Case 1 occurs then x = x1 and m, < $x), which is impossible by Lemma 5. If 
Case 2 occurs then x = x, and G1) < m, , which is also impossible by Lemma 5. 
(i, j) = (1, 5): u=xbG), u’=x,bm,y. 
Case 1 cannot occur. If Case 2 occurs then x=x1 and ml <$x), which is 
impossible by Lemma 5. 
Similar arguments show that if (i, j) E ((5, l), (2,4), (2, 5), (4,4), (5, 5)), Case 1 
cannot occur and the only occurrences of Case 2 are trivial (i.e., d = s = E, u = u’, 
and u = a’). 
(i,j)=(4, 5): u=xx,bm,, v=x,bm,; u’=xzbm2y, v’=x2bm,. 
If Case 1 occurs then x2=x, and m, < m2. 
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By Lemma 6, M(x,) is a prefix set, then m, =m2, so d=x, u” = x1 bm,, s= y. 
Let us take h = x1 bm, . We have us +s h and dv’ +s h. Case 2 cannot occur 
because m2 would be a strict prefix of m  1, which is impossible by Lemma 6. 1 
LEMMA 8. S2 is basic. 
b obviously fultils %(S,). The right members of the relations of type (4) and (5) 
are the same. We have to show that for every ie { 2,3,4} and Jo { 1,2,3,4, 5} if 
(g, f) is a relation of type (i) and (u, v) a relation of type (j), properties (1) (2) 
and (3) given in Definition V-(l) are verified. This can be done by using similar 
arguments as in the proof of Lemma V.7. 1 
LEMMA 9. L2,1 = U,, y [abyc] as*. 
Proof: Let a E L2,1, 
a = afbiG3 gc (fEx*, ge Y+). 
Let y be the first letter of g (i.e., g = yg’, g’ E Y*). Applying relations of type (3) we 
obtain 
abyc F: abgc. 
Using now relations of type (1) we obtain 
a@ %T afbm) gc. 
Hence L2,, = Uye y Cabcl As*. 
As S2 is perfect and the words abyc are irreducible 
l.,J Cabal $= U <abc)s,. 
YE Y YE y 
The words abyc are in L,,, . Hence, to show the inclusion UyE y (abyc),, c L2,, , we 
just have to show that L,,, is saturated by relation cs2 (i.e., 
‘G gE(Xu Yu {a, b, c))*,f+Szg andf EL,,, *gEL2,1). 
Suppose a E L2,1 and tl= dvs (d, v E (Xu Vu {a, 6, c})* and (u, v) E S,). No right 
member of relations of type (2), (4), or (5) can be a factor of a: 
* if (u, v) is a relation of type (1 ), 3f~ X*, 3g E Y +, 
hence 
d=af, v = b, s=mk u = xbt$m, 
dus = afxbz) n)gc 
dus = afxbm) gc 
duse L2.,; 
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* if (u, u) is a relation of type (3): 
d=e, u=aby,, s = glc, u=aby,y2 
(where y,, Y~E Y, g’ E: Y*) 
dus=aby, y,g’cELz,l. 1 
LEMMA 10. L2,* = UXEX [axbpc] z>“‘s,. 
ProoJ Let a EL 2.2 y a = afxgb$??J PC (f, g E X*, x E X, P < em>- 
Applying relations of type (2) we obtain axbpc rs2 afxbpc. Applying now 
relations of type (1) we have afxbpc f, afxgb$z)pc = a. Hence 
L 2,2 = U Caxbpcl 9. 
XCX 
P<G3 
As S2 is perfect and the words axbpc are irreducible: 
JJx Cax@l $= U (axbpc),,. 
XCX 
PC67 P4R3 
The words axbpc are in L,,,. We have to show that L,,, is saturated by relation 
+- sz. Suppose a E L2,2, then a = afxgb=) pc (f, g E X*, x E X, p < m). Suppose 
a=duswithd,u,s~(XuYu{a,b,c})*and(u,~)~S~: 
* No right member of a relation of type (3) can be a factor of a. 
* If a right member of a relation of type (4) or (5), x1 bm, (m, E M(x,)) was a 
factor of a, then we should have m, < $(x1) or $(x1) Gm, which violates Lemma 5. 
* Let us suppose that (u, u) is of type (2): 
u = x 1 x’bp’c, u = x’bp’c with p’ -C $v). 
If g #E, then x’ would be the last letter of g and we should have p’ = G) p. But 
p’ c $v) c @T). This is a contradiction, then g = E. 
We deduce that x’ = x and p’ = p, hence dus = afx, xbpc so, dus E L,,, . 
* If (u, u) is a rule of type (l), it is easy to see that dus E L2,z. 1 
LEMMA 11. 
L2,3= u [axbmc] 5. 
xrzx 
m E M(x) 
Proof Let a E Lza3, a = afxgbG) mhc (f, g E X*, h E Y*, x E X, m E M(x)). 
Using rules of type (4) we have axbmc zs2 afxbmc. Using rules of type (5) we have: 
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afxbmc c*s2 afxbmhc. Using rules of type (1) we have: afxbmhc fsz afxgb$T) mhc. 
Hence 
L 2,3 = xyx bbmcl$ 
mcM(x) 
As S, is perfect and the words axbmc are irreducible 
,il, [axbmc] $= u (axbmc),,. 
XSX m f M(x) rnE M(x) 
The words axbmc being in L,,, we have to show that L2,3 is saturated by tsZ. Sup- 
pose o( E L2,3, tl = afxgb$G mhc (f, g E X*, h E Y*, x E X, m E M(x)). Suppose that 
or=dus (d,s~(Xu Yu{a,b,c))* and (u,u)~S~): 
* If (u, u) is a rule of type (1 ), dus E L2,3. 
* Let us see that (u, u) cannot be of type (2). 
Let us suppose that u = x1 x2 bp2c, u = x2 bp2c. If g # E, then x2 is the last letter of 
g. Hence p2 < $T). But if u is a factor of CI then p2 = $x) mh, so $z) 6 p2. This is 
a contradiction. 
* (u, u) cannot be of type (3) because no word aby ( y E Y) is factor of a. 
* Suppose (u, u) is of type (4): u=x’x,bm,, o=qbm,. 
If g # E, then x1 would be the last letter of g and we would have either m, < $x) 
or $(x1) <ml which is impossible according to Lemma VS. Hence g= E, x=x,, 
and, as M(x,) is a prefix set (Lemma V.6) m =m,, dus=afx’xbmhc (mEM(x)), 
hence dus E L2,3. 
* If (u,u) is of type (5): u=x,bm,y, u=x,bm,. 
By the same means, g E E, x = x I) m = m 1, and dus = afxbmyhc so dus E L2,3 .I 
LEMMA 12. L2 is NTS. 
Proof: From Lemmas V.4, V.9, V.10, V.ll, we see that L, is a finite union of 
classes for the congruence S,: 
L2 = iJ Cabycl $ iJ [axbpc) % U [axbmc] $. 
YE y xex xcx 
P-=cFl me M(x) 
From Lemmas V.7 and V.8, we know S2 is perfect and basic. 
One can check that the words abyc, axbpc, axbmc are irreducible and fulfil 
condition W(S,). 
Proposition V.2 allows us to conclude. 
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By Lemmas V.3 and V.12, for every pair of homomorphisms (4, $) the associated 
languages L,, L2 are NTS. As the pep for 4, II/ reduces to the inclusion problem for 
L,, L2 we have the following: 
THEOREM 1. The inclusion problem is unsolvable for NTS languages. 
The proof given in the text shows that the following result is also true. 
THEOREM 2. The inclusion problem is unsolvable for congruential languages 
specified by perfect and basic systems of relations. 
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